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Abstract We tested whether an opposing expert is an
effective method of educating jurors about scientific
validity by manipulating the methodological quality of
defense expert testimony and the type of opposing prosecution expert testimony (none, standard, addresses the other
expert’s methodology) within the context of a written trial
transcript. The presence of opposing expert testimony
caused jurors to be skeptical of all expert testimony rather
than sensitizing them to flaws in the other expert’s testimony. Jurors rendered more guilty verdicts when they heard
opposing expert testimony than when opposing expert testimony was absent, regardless of whether the opposing
testimony addressed the methodology of the original expert
or the validity of the original expert’s testimony. Thus,
contrary to the assumptions in the Supreme Court’s decision
in Daubert, opposing expert testimony may not be an
effective safeguard against junk science in the courtroom.
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Courts have been concerned with the possible harm of
admitting junk science into the courtroom since their
decision in Frye v. United States (1923). In a series of
recent rulings (Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals,
Inc. 1993; General Electric Co. v. Joiner 1997; Kumho
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Tire Co. v. Carmichael 1999), the Supreme Court ruled that
judges were responsible for evaluating the quality of scientific evidence proffered and for admitting only evidence
that they deemed to be relevant and reliable. As evidentiary
gatekeepers, judges are to evaluate the methodology, the
error rates, and the general acceptance of the research to be
presented; however, research suggests that they might not
be able to judge the validity of proffered expert evidence
(Kovera and McAuliff 2000; Wingate and Thornton 2004).
Thus, it is likely that some jurors will confront the task of
evaluating the validity of flawed expert evidence.
In Daubert, the Supreme Court justices noted that even
if unreliable expert evidence was admitted at trial, there are
at least three procedural safeguards that will help jurors
evaluate the validity of scientific evidence and weigh it
appropriately: cross-examination, presentation of contrary
evidence (including opposing expert testimony), and judicial instruction on the burden of proof. Expert testimony
about a variety of topics (e.g., economic damages, eyewitness identification, repressed memories, child sexual
abuse, child suggestibility) influences juror knowledge of
the topic in question and/or juror decisions (Greene et al.
1999; Griffith et al. 1998; Kovera et al. 1994; Leippe 1995;
McAuliff et al. 2006).1 As jurors have difficulty differentiating between expert testimony based on flawed or valid
research (Groscup and Penrod 2002, Kovera et al. 1999;
McAuliff and Kovera, in press-b), it is important to
determine the efficacy of these safeguards.
1

Despite the general tendency of expert testimony to influence juror
judgments, some studies find that the effects of expert testimony may
occur only under certain circumstances (Devenport and Cutler 2004;
Leippe et al. 2004), such as when the expert testimony appeared after
the evidence (Leippe et al. 2004), whereas other studies find effects
for expert testimony only when it appears before the remaining
evidence (Brekke and Borgida 1988; Schuller and Cripps 1998).
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The evidence supporting the efficacy of these suggested
safeguards is equivocal. Cross-examination may not
effectively assist jurors in making sound decisions
concerning scientific evidence (Kovera et al. 1999). Traditional jury instructions did not sensitize jurors to
reliability issues in one study; however revised instructions
including the Daubert criteria sensitized jurors to unreliable scientific evidence (Groscup and Penrod 2002).
Several studies have examined the influence of opposing
experts on juror decisions (Cutler and Penrod 1995; Devenport and Cutler 2004; Greene et al. 1999; Griffith et al.
1998), demonstrating that opposing expert testimony may
not effectively counter the testimony offered by the initial
expert. To date no studies have varied the validity of the
initial expert testimony to test whether opposing expert
testimony is an effective safeguard that helps jurors distinguish between valid and flawed scientific evidence.

Can Jurors Differentiate Between Valid and Invalid
Scientific Evidence?
Research in social psychology suggests that laypeople may
not be successful in detecting errors in scientific research
(Nisbett 1993). People do not recognize that the results
obtained from smaller samples are less reliable than those
obtained using larger samples (Tversky and Kahneman
1974). For example, individuals ignore sample size information when making probability judgments, seeing small
and large samples as equally representative of the larger
population (Kahneman and Tversky 1972; Tversky and
Kahneman 1971). Other studies have demonstrated that
individuals often have a flawed perception of chance and
do not understand probabilistic information (e.g., Gilovich
et al. 1985; Tversky and Kahneman 1971). These experiments demonstrate that individuals often are unable to
evaluate statistics or methodology properly. Therefore, it is
reasonable to assume that jurors may be unsuccessful in
independently detecting flaws in research presented by an
expert in court.
Two studies have examined experimentally the ability of
eligible jurors to evaluate scientific evidence. Kovera et al.
(1999) manipulated the construct validity, general acceptance, and the ecological validity of research presented by
the plaintiff’s expert in a sexual harassment case. Although
jurors noticed the variations in the information provided
about construct validity in the expert evidence, they did not
use this information in their decision-making. In contrast,
information about ecological validity and general acceptance did influence jurors’ decisions. If the evidence was
generally accepted and the methods that produced the
evidence were ecologically valid, participants judged the
expert testimony to be valid. Additional research suggests
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that jurors are also insensitive to internal validity threats
such as confounds and non-blind experimenters (McAuliff
and Kovera, Unpublished manuscript). In this study, only
jurors who were high in the need for cognition (i.e., how
much people enjoy engaging in effortful cognitive activities; Cacioppo and Petty 1982) differentiated between
research that contained a proper control group and research
that did not.

The Effectiveness of the Opposing Expert Safeguard
against Unreliable Expert Evidence
Most research on opposing expert testimony to date has
studied the influence of opposing expert testimony versus
no opposing testimony on juror decisions (Griffith et al.
1998; Raitz et al. 1990). In these studies, researchers
compared conditions with one expert, an opposing expert,
and no expert. The findings from these studies suggest that
opposing expert testimony does not effectively counter the
testimony offered by the initial expert. Other studies found
that although the presence of an opposing expert influenced
participants’ credibility ratings of the initial expert, overall
trial judgments did not differ (Devenport and Cutler 2004;
Greene et al. 1999).
Only two studies have manipulated both the presence of
opposing expert testimony and the quality of the evidence
to which the expert speaks. In the first of these studies
(reported in Cutler and Penrod 1995), jurors heard a case in
which an eyewitness viewed the crime under good or poor
viewing conditions. Jurors either heard a defense expert,
both a defense and an opposing expert, or no expert testimony. The defense expert testified about the reliability of
eyewitnesses under differing viewing conditions and the
prosecution expert discussed the limitations of the research
presented by the defense expert. The defense expert witness sensitized the jurors to the factors that affect
eyewitness reliability; however, adding the opposing expert
caused jurors to become more skeptical of the eyewitness
identification than jurors who heard no opposing expert,
regardless of the condition under which the witness viewed
the crime (Cutler and Penrod 1995). In another study,
researchers varied the presence of foil and instruction bias
in a lineup administration as well as the presence of expert
testimony (none, defense only, defense and opposing
expert) on characteristics of lineups that influence eyewitness reliability (Devenport and Cutler 2004). The defense
expert did not influence juror judgments yet the opposing
expert caused jurors to evaluate the defense expert’s
credibility more negatively. Although these studies varied
the conditions under which the witness viewed the crime
(i.e., varied the quality of the eyewitness evidence), they
did not vary the methodological quality of the expert’s
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research, so we still must ask the empirical question: Does
opposing expert testimony help jurors evaluate the quality
of expert evidence? Social psychological research provides
hypotheses about how jurors may process the information
contained in both direct and opposing expert testimony and
how that testimony will influence their trial judgments.
Dual-process Models of Persuasion and the Evaluation
of Expert Evidence
When evaluating the persuasiveness of a message, individuals who lack the motivation and/or ability to process
information systematically rely on information like environmental cues or heuristics rather than the quality of the
information presented (Chaiken et al. 1989; Petty and
Cacioppo 1986). The Heuristic-Systematic (HSM) and the
Elaboration Likelihood (ELM) Models of persuasion both
suggest that decision makers use one of two processes to
evaluate new information. In the first process, termed
systematic processing or the central route to persuasion,
information is processed deliberately and carefully (Petty
and Wegener 1998). With systematic processing, people
attend to variations in argument quality rather than more
superficial characteristics of the message or the source.
Individuals are more likely to use the central route or
process systematically when they are highly motivated to
do so and have the ability to understand the information.
Since jurors are in a position in which they must make
important decisions, they should be highly motivated to
make a sound decision.
Even if we assume that jurors are highly motivated to
make good decisions, they may not have the ability to do
so. For example, expert testimony may be complex, so
jurors may not have the ability to understand it. When their
ability to understand the information presented is low,
individuals are likely to engage in heuristic processing or
use the peripheral route to persuasion (Petty and Wegener
1998). With this type of processing, individuals use heuristics or factors other than argument quality (e.g., source
credibility, message length) in making a decision. Heuristics are cognitive shortcuts that allow the decision maker to
arrive at a decision quickly and without much thought
(Chaiken et al. 1989).
Several studies have applied social psychological models
of persuasion to jury decision-making (Cooper et al. 1996;
DeWitt et al. 1997; Kovera et al. 1999) and it is possible that
this framework may also be useful for understanding the
influence of opposing expert testimony on juror decisions
about the scientific validity of scientific testimony. If an
opposing expert educates jurors regarding the methodological quality of the original expert’s testimony, these jurors
may be better equipped to evaluate the validity of the evidence, and have no need to rely on heuristics such as
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ecological validity of the research or the expert’s credibility
when evaluating expert evidence. Research suggests that
when jurors understood the Daubert criteria, they were
sensitized to evidentiary reliability (Groscup and Penrod
2002). Thus, teaching jurors about the scientific concepts
behind the presented expert testimony through an opposing
expert may be an effective means of sensitizing jurors to
variations in scientific quality.
However, it is possible that an opposing expert may
serve a function other than a method of increasing jurors’
abilities to process (Petty and Wegener 1998). An opposing
expert could act as a heuristic cue that makes jurors
skeptical of all scientific evidence, regardless of whether
the expert attempts to educate the jury about scientific
concepts. Recall that in the Cutler and Penrod (1995) study,
an opposing expert caused jurors to be more skeptical of
eyewitness identification evidence, regardless of the witnessing conditions. It is possible that the opposing expert
acted as a heuristic in this case with the mere presence of
an opposing expert acting as a cue for jurors to discount all
eyewitness testimony. Jurors observed two experts who
disagreed about eyewitness identification and were more
likely to conclude that eyewitness identifications must be
unreliable. It is possible that an opposing expert who
attempts to educate the jury about scientific evidence may
cause a similar skepticism effect in that jurors may be
skeptical of the scientific evidence rather than sensitized to
variations in the quality of the expert’s science.
Overview
Is opposing expert testimony an effective safeguard that
educates the jury about the methodology of the research
presented in the initial testimony? To answer this question,
we presented jurors with a written summary of a child
sexual abuse trial, within which a defense expert testified
about research she had conducted demonstrating the effects
of suggestive interviewing techniques on child reports of
sexual abuse. Within the trial, we manipulated the quality
of the defense expert’s testimony (valid versus lack of
counterbalancing versus lack of control group) and the
content and presence of the prosecution expert’s testimony
(addressed the defense expert’s methodology versus did not
address the defense expert’s methodology versus no
opposing testimony).2 Participants rendered a verdict and
rated their perceptions of the trial and expert testimony on
a variety of dimensions.
2

We also manipulated the credibility of the defense expert, but
despite successful pilot testing with a student sample, the manipulation failed in the data collected from community members. The
credibility manipulation did not interact with our other independent
variables to affect our dependent measures so we removed the
credibility manipulation from the analyses.
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We chose to use a child sexual abuse trial with an expert
testifying about child suggestibility because expert testimony on the effects of suggestibility has been admitted to
court in the past (e.g., Barlow v. State 1998; State of Ohio
v. Gerson 1996), and jurors seem to need the information
presented by these experts, as research has demonstrated
that jurors lack the knowledge that such expert testimony
would provide to them (McAuliff and Kovera, in press-a).
In addition, previous research has shown that this type of
expert testimony has increased jurors’ sensitivity to variations in factors that affect a child’s susceptibility to
suggestion (McAuliff et al. 2006; McAuliff et al. 2007).
Thus, this type of expert testimony has demonstrated
potential to change jurors’ knowledge of factors that affect
witness suggestibility.
We predicted that if opposing expert testimony sensitized
jurors to the quality of the other expert’s methodology, there
would be a two-way interaction of opposing expert testimony type and the quality of the defense expert evidence.
Specifically, we predicted that in the condition in which the
opposing expert testimony addressed the methodology of the
defense expert, jurors would be able to distinguish between
valid and invalid methods (i.e., a simple main effect of
validity when the opposing expert addresses the methodology of the defense expert on jurors’ ratings of the science
presented by the defense expert and verdict). In the conditions in which there is no opposing expert or the opposing
expert does not address the methodology of the defense
expert, we predicted that jurors would not distinguish
between valid and invalid defense expert testimony, as
suggested by previous research (Kovera et al. 1999).
A few studies reported that opposing experts produced a
skepticism effect, causing jurors to devalue the evidence it
addresses even if that evidence is of good quality (e.g.,
Cutler and Penrod 1995; Cutler et al. 1990b). As the
presence of an opposing expert may act as a peripheral or
heuristic cue, indicating a lack of consensus in the field,
jurors who hear opposing expert testimony might not distinguish between valid and flawed expert testimony and
therefore may render more guilty verdicts and be more
likely to believe the defense expert is incompetent,
regardless of the quality of scientific testimony provided by
the defense expert than jurors who hear no opposing expert.
Evidence for this skepticism effect would be demonstrated
by a main effect of opposing expert presence (collapsed
across opposing expert type) on juror judgments.
Method
Design
The experiment used a 3 (defense expert validity: valid
versus missing control versus lack of counterbalancing) · 3
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(opposing expert: none versus standard versus address
methodology) between subjects factorial design.

Participants
Community members recruited through www.studyresponse.com participated in exchange for entry into a raffle
for one of four $25 gift certificates, two $50 gift certificates, and two $100 dollar gift certificates to an online
store. Participants had previously indicated to studyresponse.com that they would like to receive solicitations to
participate in online studies. An employee of studyresponse.com randomly selected a group of 1000 participants
from this database to solicit. To ensure that participants had
attended to the stimulus materials, we eliminated those
participants who spent either too much or too little time on
the materials. We had five undergraduate research assistants pilot the study; it took 30–45 m for them to complete
the study, with 6–7 m spent reading the trial stimulus.
Based on that information, we programed the web pages to
time out if a participant took more than 60 m to complete
the study and we eliminated the data of any participants
who spent fewer than five minutes on the stimulus page.
Finally, we programed the webpage to allow each
respondent to participate only once by requiring that they
provide their studyreponse.com identification numbers and
then preventing anyone with those numbers from participating a second time. As the raffle was linked to
participants’ identification numbers, it is unlikely that
anyone would attempt to fabricate a new number so that
they could participate again because they would not
increase their chances of winning the raffle by doing so.
The remaining 262 participants3 were more likely to be
women (59%) and Caucasian (89%). Other represented
ethnicities were Black (2%), Hispanic (4%), and Asian
(3%). The average age of the sample was 39 years (SD =
12 years). Participants had a wide range of educational
experiences: some high school (1%), high school diploma
(11%), some college (36%), college degree (29%), technical degree (9%), some graduate school (5%), and
graduate degree (9%). About 25%of them had served on a
jury before, with previous service evenly split between
criminal (49%) and civil (51%) trials.
3

Collecting data using the internet versus traditional survey methods
generally results in a lower response rate; however, several studies
have demonstrated that results from internet research yield very
similar results to laboratory-based research (Birnbaum 2004; Krantz
and Dahal 2000). In this study, participants were sent e-mail
invitations and reminders to participate in the study. In one study
investigating such methods, over one-third of non-respondents did not
respond to the invitation because they did not read their e-mail during
the data collection period (Welker 2001, reported in Birnbaum 2004).
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Trial Summary
The trial summary was based on Pavel v. Hollin (2001), a
child sexual abuse case with a 4-year-old alleged victim.
The child, the child’s mother, a medical expert, the interviewing therapist, the defendant (the father), the
defendant’s girlfriend, and a defense expert on the reliability of child witnesses testified in all versions of the trial
summary. The summary included judicial instructions on
the burden of proof and the elements of the crime.
The child and the mother alleged that the defendant
sexually abused the child during visits with the defendant.
The therapist testified about her interview with the child
following the initial accusation. On cross-examination, she
admitted that she often repeated questions when interviewing the child and that she suggested specific behaviors
to the child during the interview process. The medical
expert presented ambiguous evidence about the child’s
medical condition, testifying that there was a slight redness
around his anus but that it could be due to diarrhea or to
sodomy. The defendant testified and denied the allegations.
The defendant’s girlfriend testified about the visits between
the defendant and the child, and vouched for the defendant’s character.
The defense raised the issue that the accuracy of the
child’s report may have been negatively influenced by
suggestive questioning. An expert testified about the
influence of suggestive questioning on children’s reports of
sexual abuse, relying heavily on an adapted description of
the ‘Sam Stone’ study (Leichtman and Ceci 1995). In this
study, a stranger (i.e., Sam Stone), visited young children
between the ages of three and six. Later, the teacher
showed the children a ripped book and a soiled teddy bear
and asked if Sam Stone had damaged either item (he had
not). In one condition, children were then asked leading
questions about Sam’s visit and the book/bear over several
weeks. In the second condition, they were not asked
leading questions but still were questioned about the
events. When interviewed at the end of the experiment,
children made the most false reports about the events
during Sam Stone’s visit when they had been asked leading
questions about those events. This study was chosen as the
centerpiece of the defense expert’s testimony because it is
an internally valid study typical of the type of study presented as evidence of the suggestibility of children (e.g.,
Bruck and Ceci 1995).

Validity of Defense Expert Testimony
In the valid condition, the original methods used in the Sam
Stone study were adapted to a valid within subject design.
Specifically, the study contained a control group and was
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appropriately counterbalanced, meaning the events and
objects about which leading and non-leading questions are
asked were counterbalanced across children. In those
conditions in which the expert’s study lacked a control
condition, the research was missing the critical control
group (i.e., all participants in the research were questioned
using only suggestive questioning techniques). Based on
this research, the expert concluded that suggestive questions caused the children to be inaccurate.
In those conditions in which the expert’s study contained a confound, the topics of the leading and misleading
questions were not counterbalanced. Children were always
asked leading questions about the same set of events or
objects and non-leading questions about different sets of
items. This particular confound was chosen because it has
been a problem in published child suggestibility research
(McAuliff et al. 1998).

Type of Opposing Expert Testimony
In all conditions that contained opposing expert testimony, the opposing expert presented arguments based on
published criticisms of the relevance of most child witness suggestibility research to typical child sexual abuse
cases (Lyon 1999). For example, there is no empirical
evidence to support the assumption made by child witness researchers that suggestive interviewing is the norm
in sexual abuse cases. Further, researchers in this area
ignore the fact that false claims in sexual abuse cases are
highly unlikely because of the nature of sexual abuse. In
the trial stimulus, the opposing expert addressed the
relevance of the defense expert’s research to the current
case, arguing it could not be proved that this child was
asked leading questions. The expert also argued that
even if the child was asked leading questions, it would
not prove that the child was mistaken about being
abused.
In those conditions in which the opposing expert
addressed the methodological quality of the defense
expert’s research, the opposing expert commented on the
internal validity of the research presented by the defense in
addition to presenting the criticisms raised above. When
the defense expert’s methodology was invalid, the opposing expert explained the importance of counterbalancing or
control groups during direct examination. When the
defense expert’s testimony was valid, the opposing expert
acknowledged that it was so during cross-examination.
Despite acknowledging the validity of the defense expert’s
testimony in those conditions in which the testimony was
valid, the opposing expert continued to disagree with the
original expert, stating that her study results were irrelevant
to trial facts.
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Dependent Measures
Verdict
Participants indicated whether they believed the defendant
was guilty or not guilty of the charges against him.

Ratings of Trial Participants
Participants rated the experts on a series of bipolar adjective pairs. Participants rated witness credibility using
these adjective pairs: convincing–unconvincing (R), not
credible–credible, not believable–believable, competent–
incompetent (R), and certain–uncertain (R) (defense expert
a = .89; prosecution expert a = .93). They also rated the
trustworthiness of each expert on the following bipolar
adjective pairs: honest–dishonest (R), sincere–insincere
(R), immoral–moral, and trustworthy–untrustworthy (R)
(defense expert a = .90; prosecution expert a = .90). All
ratings were on 7-point scales and were recoded when
necessary so that a higher rating always indicated a more
favorable rating of the witness. Items followed by (R) were
reverse coded.

Ratings of the Expert Testimony
For all remaining ratings, participants indicated the level of
their agreement with a series of statements, with one
indicating strong disagreement and six indicating strong
agreement. Items were recoded when necessary so that
higher numbers represented a more positive evaluation. To
determine if jurors were able to distinguish between valid
and flawed scientific evidence, we directly measured jurors
evaluations of the expert testimony presented. This measure was the most sensitive measure to assess whether
jurors used the opposing expert safeguard to assist them in
making scientifically sound decisions about the expert
testimony proffered. Presumably, jurors would give more
weight to valid evidence than flawed evidence, and these
differing weights would figure into their final verdicts.
However, it is possible that jurors’ evaluations of the scientific evidence would not affect their final verdict. So, the
most direct measure assessing their ability to distinguish
between valid and flawed science is their evaluation of the
scientific evidence. To measure participants’ assessments
of the quality of the expert evidence, we created a score
reflecting participants’ ratings of the defense expert’s
research by averaging their responses to the following
statements (a = .92): (a) In my opinion, the research
techniques used by the defense expert were valid; (b) In my
opinion, the research presented by the defense expert was
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not reliable (R); (c) The dependent measures used by the
defense expert were very appropriate; (d) The procedure
used by the defense expert was inappropriate (R); (e) In my
opinion, the findings of the research presented by the
defense expert were applicable in this trial; (f) The findings
of the research presented by the defense expert were
applicable to child sexual abuse cases in general; (g) In my
opinion, the research presented by the defense expert was
not ‘‘good science’’ (R); and (h) The methods that the
defense expert used to test the effects of suggestive questioning on children’s memory were sound.
We created a scale score for participants’ ratings of the
prosecution expert’s testimony by averaging their responses to the following statements (a = .82): (a) In my
opinion, the testimony of the prosecution expert was
applicable in this trial; (b) The testimony of the prosecution
expert was applicable to child sexual abuse cases in general, in my opinion; and (c) In my opinion, the testimony of
the prosecution expert was not ‘‘good science’’ (R).

Pilot Tests
We pilot tested the trial stimulus to ensure participants
noticed our manipulations. After reading the trial stimulus,
participants (N = 60 undergraduate students at a southeastern public university) answered a series of questions
assessing their perception of our manipulations. Participants in the pilot study were successful in noting that the
valid research contained two sets of questions whereas the
research lacking the control group had only one set, v2(1,
N = 40) = 4.10, p \ .05, / = .32. Despite several revisions, participants were unable to distinguish between valid
research and research that lacked proper counterbalancing
of questions (63% vs. 52% of participants reported that
both suggestive and nonsuggestive questions had been
asked about each event for valid and non-counterbalanced
conditions, respectively), v2(1, N = 40) = 2.71, p [ .05, /
= .26. We included the condition despite the inability of
participants to notice the manipulation without opposing
expert education because the purpose of the opposing
expert was to assist the jurors in recognizing the flaw.

Procedure
Participants received an e-mail from studyresponse.com
inviting them to participate in a study that entailed both
reading a trial summary and rendering trial judgments.
Participants were told that should they choose to participate, they would be entered in a raffle for prizes. If
participants chose to participate, they clicked on a link in
the e-mail, which brought them to the website with the
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consent form. Participants entered their anonymous
studyresponse.com identification number as an electronic
signature on the consent form. Then, the program randomly
assigned them to condition and presented the trial stimulus.
After they read the stimulus, participants answered questions by pointing and clicking with the mouse. After
participants completed answering the questions, they were
debriefed and thanked.

Results
Manipulation Checks
Participants in the study were successful at distinguishing
between valid research and research that lacked a control
group (84% vs. 38% reported that both suggestive and
non-suggestive questions had been asked), v2(1, N =
178) = 32.27, p \ .05, / = .39. Participants in the study
did not recognize the difference between valid testimony
and testimony that lacked proper counterbalancing of
questions (84% vs. 74% of participants reported that both
suggestive and nonsuggestive questions had been asked
about each event for valid and non-counterbalanced conditions, respectively), v2(1, N = 177) = 2.29, p = .13, /
= .12. Given that research has been published with this
flaw, it is not surprising that participants did not notice the
improper counterbalancing of questions.

Does Opposing Expert Testimony Increase Juror
Sensitivity to Variations in Scientific Validity?
We conducted separate 3 (defense expert validity: valid
versus missing control versus lack of counterbalancing) · 3
(opposing expert: none versus standard versus address
methodology) MANOVAs for each set of continuous
dependent measures (defense expert ratings and prosecution expert ratings) and conducted a logistic regression for
the verdict measure.
We regressed verdict on opposing expert type, defense
expert testimony validity, and the interaction of these two
variables. A significant interaction term would be evidence
of a sensitization effect (i.e., a significant interaction would
indicate that the variations in the validity of the defense
expert’s evidence affected verdict in those conditions with
an opposing expert who addressed the methods used by the
defense expert). Neither the interaction nor either of the
main effects were significant predictors of verdict, all
v2(8) [ 4.38, p [ .43.
A sensitization effect would predict a simple main effect
of defense expert testimony validity in those conditions in
which the opposing expert addressed the methodology of
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the original expert. Further, jurors would not distinguish
between invalid and valid science in those conditions in
which the opposing expert was absent or the opposing
expert did not address the methods used by the defense
expert. However, the omnibus interaction terms in the
MANOVAs for each of our sets of ratings (including juror
evaluations of the expert testimony, our most sensitive
measure of whether jurors distinguished between valid and
flawed science) were nonsignificant, all Fs \ .81, all
ps [ .56, all g2 \ .02. Before concluding that we had no
evidence that opposing experts increased juror sensitivity
to variations in scientific validity, we wanted to test the
theory-driven sensitivity hypothesis using the most powerful tests we had at our disposal. Therefore, we conducted
planned comparisons by examining the multivariate and
univariate simple main effects of study validity within
opposing expert type for each of the ratings.
First, we used a MANOVA to test the simple main
effect of study validity within the three levels of opposing
expert on the scales representing participants’ evaluations
of the defense expert’s credibility, trustworthiness, and
research quality. None of the multivariate simple main
effects were significant, all Fs (6, 400) \ 1.70, p [ .12,
g2 \ .03. When looking at the univariate tests for defense
expert credibility and trustworthiness, there was a simple
main effect of study validity only in the conditions in
which the opposing expert addressed the defense expert’s
methodology. Specifically, participants judged the defense
expert to be more trustworthy and more credible in the
valid condition than in the invalid due to control condition,
although the latter effect was only marginally significant.
See Table 1 for all means and univariate tests.
The second set of analyses examined the multivariate
and univariate simple main effects of study validity on
participants’ ratings of the prosecution expert within
opposing expert type (standard versus address methodology only as participants in the no expert condition had no
prosecution expert to evaluate). None of the multivariate or
univariate simple effects were significant, with multivariate
Fs (6, 266) \ 1.41, p [ .21, g2 \ .03, and univariate Fs (2,
128) \ 1.87, p [ .16, g2 \ .03.

Does Opposing Expert Testimony Make Jurors
Skeptical of All Expert Testimony?
To test for a skepticism effect on verdict, we conducted a
logistic regression with opposing expert (present versus
absent), study validity, and the interaction of these
variables as predictors. Only the opposing expert manipulation was a significant predictor of verdict, v2(1,
N = 258) = 4.37, p \ .04. The likelihood odds ratio was
1.83, indicating that opposing expert testimony increased
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Table 1 Univariate effects of study validity within type of opposing expert on defense expert ratings
Means (SE)

Univariate effect of study validity

Valid

Invalid(count)

Invalid(control)

F

df

p

g2

Credibility

5.79 (.26)

5.74 (.27)

5.24 (.24)

1.48

2, 194

.23

.02

Trustworthiness

6.09 (.24)

6.20 (.27)

5.56 (.23)

2.03

2, 194

.13

.002

Research ratings

4.47 (.20)

4.42 (.22)

4.21 (.19)

.53

2, 194

.59

.01

Measure
No opposing expert

Opposing expert—does not address methodology
Credibility

5.07 (.27)

5.19 (.26)

5.19 (.32)

.07

2, 194

.94

.001

Trustworthiness
Research ratings

5.70 (.24)
3.82 (.20)

5.44 (.25)
3.95 (.20)

5.79 (.30)
4.06 (.25)

.46
.29

2, 194
2, 194

.63
.75

.01
.003

Opposing expert—addresses methodology
Credibility

5.32 (.23)a

4.92 (.30)

4.43 (.29)a

2.83

2, 194

.06

.03

Trustworthiness

5.73 (.22)a

5.54 (.29)

4.79 (.28)a

3.65

2, 194

.03

.04

Research ratings

3.98 (.18)

3.90 (.23)

3.56 (.23)

1.09

2, 194

.34

.01

Note: Means sharing subscripts differ at p \ .05

the odds of participants rendering a guilty verdict by 83%
(25% vs. 37% guilty for no opposing expert and opposing
expert conditions, respectively).
We used MANOVAS to test the contrast of the no
opposing expert condition against the conditions that contained an opposing expert. There was a significant effect of
opposing expert on participants’ ratings of the defense
expert, k = .94, F (3, 200) = 4.30, p \ .01, g2 = .06. Univariate analyses showed that participants rated the defense
expert as more credible, more trustworthy, and as having
presented higher quality research when the opposing expert
was absent than when the opposing expert was present. See
Table 2 for means and univariate tests. The interaction
between opposing expert presence and study validity was
not significant.

Discussion
Does opposing expert testimony sensitize jurors to variations in scientific validity? Or does opposing expert
testimony just make jurors devalue expert testimony, irrespective of its validity? We found strong evidence for a
skepticism effect; whether an opposing expert was present
affected jurors’ verdicts and ratings of the defense expert
regardless of the content of the defense expert’s testimony.
We found little to no support for a sensitization effect,
using the most powerful statistical tests available. When
the main effect of study validity was significant in the
address methodology condition, jurors generally rated the
defense expert more favorably in those conditions with a
valid study than in those conditions in which the expert’s
study lacked a control group. These analyses were theory
driven and conducted despite a nonsignificant omnibus test
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to provide the strongest possible test of the sensitization
effect. Despite the powerful test and the significant
manipulation check indicating that most participants
noticed whether a control group was present or absent,
there was no evidence that opposing expert testimony
helped jurors distinguish between flawed and valid scientific testimony.
This finding has several important implications. First,
opposing expert testimony, at least as we operationalized it,
seems to have very limited potential to educate jurors about
the quality of scientific evidence. For the opposing expert
safeguard to be effective, the opposing expert must address
the testimony of the original expert, although even under
these conditions, the opposing expert was only effective in
helping jurors distinguish between flawed and valid science
in their ratings of the credibility and trustworthiness of the
defense expert but not for their ratings of the quality of the
expert evidence itself. Second, in our study, jurors failed to
distinguish between valid research and research that lacked
proper counterbalancing of questions, even in those conditions in which an opposing expert addressed the validity
of the defense expert’s research. Others found that in
attempting to educate jurors about the validity of science,
jurors had trouble distinguishing between valid science and
flawed science when the flaw was a more difficult methodological concept (e.g., confound, experimenter bias) than
when the flaw was easier to comprehend and more often
discussed in media reports about research findings (e.g., a
missing control group; McAuliff and Kovera, Unpublished
manuscript). Similarly, in those very few instances in
which we found a sensitization effect, it was for evaluations of research that lacked a control group, not for failure
to counterbalance questions (a confound). Thus, it may be
reasonable to hypothesize that an opposing expert’s
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Table 2 Univariate effects of opposing expert presence on defense expert ratings
Means (SE)

Test of opposing expert main effect

Measure

No opposing expert

Opposing expert

Credibility

5.59 (.15)

5.02 (.11)

Trustworthiness

5.95 (.14)

5.48 (.11)

Research ratings

4.36 (.12)

3.87 (.09)

potential to sensitize jurors to flaws in research are somewhat dependent on the difficulty of the concept. More
research is needed to investigate the effect of the difficulty
of statistical concept on juror decision-making.
Although evidence of a sensitization effect was weak to
non-existent, there was much stronger evidence of a
skepticism effect. There were more convictions and the
defense expert was viewed to be more credible, more
trustworthy, and as having presented higher quality
research when jurors heard an opposing expert, regardless
of the type of evidence proffered by either expert. These
results suggest that jurors were influenced by the presence
of opposing expert testimony, but were not using the
content of that testimony to make better decisions about the
quality of proffered expert evidence.
Our research is not the first to demonstrate that opposing
experts may produce juror skepticism about the evidence
that an expert proffers. In another study, a defense expert
witness testified about factors that affect eyewitness reliability, and this expert evidence sensitized jurors to those
factors (Cutler and Penrod 1995). In those conditions in
which an opposing expert testified, jurors became skeptical
of all eyewitness identification regardless of the variation
in the witnessing conditions of the eyewitness in the case.
That is, in those conditions with an opposing expert, jurors
thought eyewitnesses were more unreliable compared to
those conditions with just a defense expert. We also found
that an opposing expert caused jurors to become more
skeptical of the research presented by the defense expert,
regardless of the variation in its validity or the content of
the opposing testimony, extending the skepticism effect of
opposing expert testimony to jurors’ evaluations of
evidence.
Perhaps jurors used the presence of opposing expert
testimony to make inferences about the quality of the
message presented by the expert. Jurors may have interpreted the battling experts as evidence that the research was
not generally accepted in the field. That is, the jurors may
have noted that two experts from the same field with
similar degrees were disagreeing on a set of findings;
therefore, the findings must not be generally accepted in
the field. Thus, it is possible that jurors in our study
inferred a lack of general acceptance from our opposing
experts and used this lack of general acceptance rather than

df

p

g2

9.12

1, 194

.01

.05

6.33

1, 194

.01

.03

11.24

1, 194

.01

.06

F

the actual content of the testimony in making their decisions. It is also possible that jurors saw the experts with
opposing viewpoints as ‘‘hired guns,’’ or experts hired
specifically to give opposing opinions (Cooper and Neuhaus 2000). Thus, they may have used the presence of the
opposing expert to conclude that the research presented
was inconsequential because the experts were hired to give
their opinions.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research
One limitation of our study is that because we did not
include a condition in which no expert testimony was
presented, we were unable to draw conclusions about the
relative effect of the expert testimony proffered in this
study on verdict. That is, we were able to determine if an
opposing expert affected jurors’ abilities to distinguish
between varying levels of scientific validity, but we were
unable to make any direct conclusions about the effect of
the expert testimony, flawed or valid, on verdict. Previous
research generally shows that expert testimony affects juror
decision-making or knowledge about a particular subject
(Greene et al. 1999; Griffith et al. 1998; Kovera et al.1994;
Leippe 1995; McAuliff et al. 2006) but more recently,
research has shown that some of these effects only occur in
certain circumstances (e.g., Leippe et al. 2004) or not at all
(Devenport and Cutler 2004). Thus, it may be possible that
the reason we saw no sensitization effect in our dependent
measure of verdict is because the expert testimony had no
effect on verdict in the first place. In our findings regarding
the skepticism effect, it could be possible that the defense
expert testimony had no effect on verdict, and the opposing
expert caused skepticism independent of the defense
expert’s testimony. We think that these possibilities are
unlikely given that ratings of the quality of the expert
evidence were well above the floor, and often well above
the mid-point of the scale in conditions in which there was
no opposing expert testimony.
We made a decision to focus our study on whether
opposing experts influence jurors’ evaluations of the
quality of another expert’s testimony rather than verdicts.
Dichotomous verdict measures are relatively less sensitive
to the influence of manipulations than are continuous
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ratings of evidence. To provide the strongest possible test
of the ability of opposing experts to sensitize jurors to
variations in expert evidence quality, we chose ratings of
expert evidence quality as our primary dependent measure.
As a result of this choice, a no expert testimony condition
became less feasible as participants could not rate the
quality of expert evidence that they did not hear. However,
future research should expand the evaluation of the
opposing expert safeguard to test not only its ability to
assist jurors in distinguishing between flawed and valid
science, but also to assess the effects of opposing experts
on verdicts relative to conditions in which no expert
testimony is presented.
It may also be possible to improve the ability of
opposing experts to educate jurors about the relative
quality of scientific evidence. First, using a stronger
opposing expert including a more thorough evaluation of
the initial testimony and explanation of the statistical
concepts in that testimony may be a more effective safeguard against junk science. This extended discussion may
enable jurors to more accurately understand the statistical
concept behind the defense expert’s testimony, and thus
enable them to use the validity of that testimony when
making a decision, eliminating the possibility that jurors
may not understand the more difficult statistical concepts.
Second, perhaps a court appointed expert who evaluates
the research presented at trial would be a more effective
safeguard against junk science than an adversarial opposing expert. The experts in this study, consistent with
normative trial practice, were called by either the defense
or the prosecution. Thus, before the expert testifies, the jury
already views the opposing expert as an adversarial witness
called to disagree with the other side (perhaps as a hired
gun), and therefore the jury may be less apt to listen to the
content of the opposing expert’s testimony and use it as a
tool for better understanding the other expert’s research.
Thus, the adversarial nature of the opposing expert may
have served as a cue for jurors that the information under
debate was not generally accepted in the field, and therefore jurors became skeptical of the evidence. Indeed, the
very process of cross-examining an expert’s testimony may
create an appearance of controversy even when the
majority of the field agrees on the findings presented
(Jasanoff 1993, 1995).
Perhaps an expert called to testify on behalf of the
court may be a more effective safeguard against junk
science than an expert called to testify for one of the
parties. Currently, very few experts are court appointed,
but research has demonstrated that this number is on the
rise (Cecil and Willging 1993; Hooper et al. 2001). It is
possible that the court appointed expert may overwhelm
other expert testimony regardless of the content of the
testimony, merely because the court appointed expert may
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be seen by the jury as a neutral party in an adversarial
case (Cecil and Willging 1993; Hooper et al. 2001). In
one study, however, a court appointed expert on eyewitness issues only caused skepticism in juror decisions
(Cutler et al. 1990a). Future research testing the effectiveness of a stronger opposing expert and the court
appointed expert is needed before we can strongly conclude that the opposing expert safeguard is ineffective in
combating junk science in the courtroom.
Testing the safeguards established by the court is not
only informative, but also necessary, as we have learned
through research, that flawed expert testimony may enter
the court system (Kovera and McAuliff 2000). Furthermore, jurors’ ability to reason about scientific evidence is
similar to that of a layperson, and therefore jurors may be
unable to recognize methodological errors in research
(Kovera et al. 1999; Lehman et al. 1988). It is of utmost
importance to examine strategies that may increase juror
ability to reason about scientific evidence. The results of
this study demonstrate that opposing expert testimony may
not be an effective safeguard against junk science, especially not in its current adversarial form. Thus, until we
develop other methods of educating jurors about scientific
validity issues at trial, revised judicial instruction may be
our only available method of educating jurors about junk
science that may be admitted at trial. However, more
research is needed to develop a more effective opposing
expert safeguard and to further explore the limitations and
effectiveness of revised judicial instruction.
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